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ABOUT US

OUR SOLUTIONS

Welcome to Kaizen where you'll

ITAD & Redeployment
Services

find a breadth of ITAD, data, and

Kaizen specialise in the process of streamlining the

professional services tailored to

disposition of IT assets. By following the company

your business needs.

Towards Asset Disposition (ITAD), Kaizen can offer

By continuously analysing and

ethos, and ensuring that we are always Innovative

IT Recycling
When an item of IT has no economical or re-use
value and has to be recycled, Kaizen provide a fully
approved and accredited IT recycling solution to
ensure your adherence to the WEEE Directive,
GDPR and Waste Management Hierarchy

bespoke solutions tailored to your business
requirements, at any point along the ITAD process.

improving the way our organisation
operates we keep our professional
approach streamlined, efficient,
and flexible. Allowing our team to

Data Security Services

IT Product Sales

work with you in developing the

Whether it is live information, or information at

Kaizen provide multiple sales channels of IT

the end of it’s life, Kaizen provide a breadth of

equipment depending on your needs. From bulk,

services to help you retain data security during

wholesale IT purchases to bespoke, configured

your data’s lifecycle

office installations, contact Kaizen to see how we

ideal solution to your request

can help you.

HOW WE CAN HELP YOU

Continuous Improvement
Cycle - ‘Kaizen’

We run the company with it’s name at the

Model customer requirements to
identify optimum service(s) and
target returns

centre of our ethos, analysing and continuously
improving all aspects of the organisation,
innovating where possible, all aiming to

Carry out services with ‘best
in class’ processes to deliver
best results

produce products and services that meet or
exceed customer requirements and enhance
customer satisfaction
Asset recovery - maximising the ﬁnancial
return on your redundant and surplus IT
equipment
Secure Data Destruction - ensuring your

Scan the market for best sales hannels to
determine highest returns

Provide full reporting, certiﬁcation and deliver customer expectations
in terms of minimising risk, maximising return and ensuring legal
compliance.

GDPR compliance

HOW WE DIFFER

Redeployment - improve your existing IT

Unlike most ITADs we believe in our ability to

estate with upgraded software and / or

maximise the residual value of your IT estate. As

components

such, we will put a value against your items that

Oﬃce Productivity and Security consult, migrate and support you with
Microsoft and Cyber Security Software
IT Procurement - we sell refurbished and
new IT equipment from individual items to
complete oﬃce reﬁts or bulk purchases

require refurbishment, including parts, not just
those items that are complete, working and with
little wear and tear.
We believe in full transparency and disclosure
throughout the entire process with expansive
status reporting along with the ﬁnal results.
We also put data security at the heart of our
operation. All data held is securely destroyed
with full certiﬁcation provided.

01225 891111
Unit 2, Toghill House Farm
FreezingHill,
Bristol, BS30 5RT

Lower Risk
Higher Return
GDPR Compliance

CONTACT US NOW
... to see how Kaizen Innovative Technologies
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can help you :
Maximise the return on your redundant or
surplus IT equipment
Improve your oﬃce productivity and security
Ensure GDPR Compliance and data security

OUR CONTACT DETAILS
Unit 2, Toghill House Farm,
FreezingHill,
Bristol, BS30 5RT
info@kaizenintech.com
01225 891111

